
Life seems to throw us a lot of 
curve balls, still knowing we’re 

always standing on the edge of a 
precipice.

When your Buddhist friend says it’s 
all impermanent, you gasp and step 
back – knowing it’s somehow true, 
yet you scramble for safety, some 
imaginary solidity.

Fires, floods, health issues, financial 
insecurities, lousy politics, nothing 
to brag about, and of course there’s 
always death.

Yet in the face of all of this, we 
have learned to hone our essential 
attitude. These simple practices of 
reducing it all down, to one breath 
at a time. No past – no future.

This is not to deny the complexities 
of life, but to create space around 
our reactivity and emotions.

There are simple things I have 
learned to deal with a fired up 

nervous system. (particularly at 
airports): 

I place my attention in my body 
– fortunately bodies are never in 
the past or future. But this gives 
rise to an awareness of the stress, 
the location, and the vibration of 
the situation. It’s a possibility for 
self-compassion, recognition of a 
mind bent on future and worry. But 
ultimately, returning to this balance 
of heart and mind. 

Another of my skillful means is a 
proper understanding of the sense 
doors. Unfortunately our basic 
training has been to go to the 
objects that rise in our senses. 

When the deer are in the yard 
we have a tendency to abandon 
ourselves for the deer. From this 
training point of view, we come 
back to the eyes, or ears, or body 
sensation, including thoughts, 

loosening the sight, the sound, 
sensations, the thoughts. 

Sitting in the center of our being, 
holding loosely to the inside and 
outside, holding all experiences 
loosely is a relief to the nervous 
system and the heart. 

The third of these skillful means 
comes from having created open 
space around our fundamental 
experience. This has to do with our 
view – our capacity to see through 
our external world and internal one. 
In Buddhist vernacular we refer 
to all experience as “emptiness” – 
breaking the bonds of the dualism 
based on self and other. Hopefully 
breaking the trance – of a solid self 
and world. 

The last of these really comes out of 
seeing the emptiness. First of all you 
have to acknowledge everything is 
just as it is. And yet we need a power 
to dismantle the enchantment. 

Humor is a tremendous gift, not 
necessarily relating to others but 
more as the absurdity of our own 
attachments. 

These have all helped keep a gentle 
balance and resilience – keeping this 
old boat from tipping over. 

Awareness of body, the senses, the 
emptiness of it all, the internal 
humor, which allows a deeper 
insight that opens to a fundamental 
caring and love for everything. 

Resilience
by John Travis
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This edition of Dharma 
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]Non-clinging to Perception, by Marcia Craighead
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Cosmic Inclusion
by Corey Hitchcock

I watched a bed of moss recover 
itself from the weight of my body. 

I had fallen asleep without meaning 
to in this sweet glade. What was it 
that allowed the moss to come back 
to itself so effortlessly? What core 
memory propelled each delicate 
branching strand to stand again? 
My living mattress encouraged vivid 
dreams and returned me to rested 
health. What inner alignment in my 
body encouraged me to seek out a 
wild resting place?

Knowledge held in the body is often 
given less weight in daily decisions, 
a voice so close we tend to put it off. 
But I am made of mossy resilience. 
My body carries a profound capac-
ity for renewal in every cell. We are 
cosmic antennae at play in a vast 
nourishing field. I stretch toward the 
sun, sleep, wake, and drink water. 
Sometimes when I open my mouth, 
stars fall out.

A friend who was dying said with dark 
humor, “I am disassembling.” And yet 

Lotus, by Marcia Craighead

he thought with ease about writing his 
next book, reconfiguring his new home 
so he could work. He radically over-
estimated the time he had left, over-
riding messages from his body about 
shutting down, leaving. I was caught 
with him in that moment by his story 
and believed with him. Two days later 
in shock and grief, I reflected on how 
easily we are deceived by thoughts, the 
certainty of ongoing plans, our status 
in the world. How can I not continue 
to be here?

Swimming in a pond full of lotuses 
beaming with magenta-tipped blooms, 
I splashed water droplets across the 
rough surface of a round leaf pad. The 
drops beaded like mirrored balls of 
mercury and reflected the entire scene 
in perfect miniature, me included, lit-
tle myriad eyes of the universe. Float-
ing in that green fecundity, I reveled in 
the swirling bands of cool spring water 
mixing with the warmer surface cur-
rents. I was playing in that pond with 
friends in a crazy armada of floating 
craft; old rowboats, broken surfboards, 
and a partially submerged redwood 
plank. I realized at some point that the 
pond was also playing with us, infus-
ing us with its own messages of life 
and renewal. The watery essence of our 
bodies resonated with this other living 
being.

When we returned in the afternoon 
to the meditation hall, we brought the 
pond’s cosmic message with us. ]

Reflections by John Travis

Looking down again at the many 
dusty roads, having ventured away 

a thousand times – the backpack, 
the small rooms in foreign countries 
distinguished by blank walls and bare 
light bulbs; hovering where you don’t 
speak the language; crowded streets, 
yet unmistakably friendly – silence 
descends leaving one with the simple 
feeling of contentment.

Yet at home, the closets, boxes, 
possessions seem so entangling. The 
self-obsession of the busy-busy world. 
A spinning dervish obsessed with 
telltale signs of thinking – planning. 
Always in process of circling the 
wagons yet never finished with 
anything. Always more – entrapped 
and entangled in my own possessions 
and possessiveness.

Some days I remember the places in 
the high mountains – where the heart 
unbounded and untroubled, rests on 
the simple, out of the way seat – where 
nobody knows who you are, or cares, 
not even yourself, having left the 
entanglements of the complexity of the 
shining world. The breath renews, the 
heart gently softens. The great silence 
holds everything in a singularity. Peace 
and ease change everything. ]
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In Praise Of
by Susan Solinsky

Anyone who stands up again, quietly, to witness 
the unfolding sky, limitless above a Giant Sequoia 
or a Great Whale breaching and churning the sea,

and praise for those who sit down, wherever they are, 
eyes closed, hands and feet silent to this world

but eyes opened inward to the heart;

And praise to everyone who daily faces any of
the raging rivers and inland lakes, 

swirling winds and smoke-filled air, 
to those who tend these arteries and lungs of the earth

honoring how each flow is sacred to life and health;

Praise the ones who treat the wounded and the dying: 
the two legged, the four, six and no legged, 

the ones who bind the brokenness with kindness and skill 
so whatever can knit back together, will do that

and be stronger in time;
While and still, the young wait, perched, eyes round

in marvel of yet another sunrise and the gift of daylight,
as they learn to read the tapestry of stars and moon falling 

through the night, with owl song spinning dreams
under their eyelids;

Praise every breath lifting from lungs and belly, snout and hole,
nose, mouth, gill and spout that pours into this Everyday Soup –

this living broth thick with contradictions and mystery 
that pushes and pulls us, increases then fails us, 

turns and twists us
so we arrive naked, tender, raw with tears and maybe, 

maybe even
receptive –

Drink deep this praise and simple benediction, gradually turn,
open to the embrace, bow to holiness and wisdom 

that keeps the Great Wheel turning, as it must,
this time around and ‘round.

 ]
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The definition of Resilient derives 
from the Latin meaning “spring-

ing back”. Hearing this term in the 
context of the Dharma is a little con-
fusing, though, as it can conjure im-
ages of a “stiff upper lip,” determined 
resistance, or at least endurance as a 
strategy for persevering. But what is it 
that must endure? And, is this wise?

Perhaps the issue here deals more with 
identity than survival–or the Buddhist 
teaching of Anatta, or no-self. To view 
resilience without an objective or 
duality-mind bias is the trick.

Resilience is a seductive word for the 
self. If the small delusional self can 
grab some resilience, perhaps it has a 
small chance to make it through this 
life without shattering–maybe through 
channeling some elasticity from Plastic 
Man of comic book fame. 

But what we’re talking about ultimate-
ly is the clutching after permanence–
yah, maybe with a touch of yielding 
and bending, but ultimately–a quest 
for return to conventional Form. But 
doesn’t this challenge the Buddha’s 
truth of Anicca, or the impermanence 
of all being? Resilience, seen from 
separation, leads us to the real un-
derlying issue–identity. My mindset 
of self-identification seeking security 
in Form sets me a world apart from 
anything secure. While I can’t always 
change the conditions of my life, I 
always have choice in my response. 

The wisdom of resilience is not in 
form, but choice. And true choice is of 
the heart, not from idle preference or 
the conditioned mind. 

]

A Play on Resilience.
Or is it a choice?
by Steve Solinsky

Again ~ 
my recipe 

by Jennifer India Scott

2 to 3 drops Patchouli
1 brown spider watching
My own particular self care 
(dancing!)
Mix with:
Local love-letter action steps
Gaia High Dream drum roll
New intentional song under breath
To be slopped over:
the sacred intersections, jankey ditches 
and shut-down eddies
where I duck & cover or go down & 
out, all tangled up
To yield:
Awakening
Closer to balanced
Nearer to willing
Heart jumped open
Riding these waves: Here & Now
Without resistance
Again 

]

Add your voice

The online Dharma Stream newsletter 
is published twice a year by a volunteer 
staff. Your contributions are warmly 
welcomed. For consideration, please 
submit articles, poems, photos, and 
artwork by: 

• Feb 28, 2018 for Spring edition

• Aug 31, 2018 for Fall edition

Articles should be no more than 400 
words, and may be edited by the  
newsletter team. 

Women’s March by Marcia Craighead
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Can you imagine writing hymns 
to ordinary things?
by Perissa Busick

I have taken this as a practice and 
notice that it is very beneficial for 

me to see the sacred in the simple 
and so-called “ordinary” things. I 
am aware that when I am focused 
to look for and to see what is 
sacred, what is beautiful, my days 
become filled with more gratitude 
and that these moments lead me to 
feel grateful for what each moment 
brings me. 

I have been compiling a list of 
ordinary things and as I look over 
the list and consider what these 
objects are used for, I realize that 
they are far from “ordinary”. They 
are objects whose use can bring me 
from sadness to joy, from despair 
to gladness. A shift of perception 
can transform a moment. For 
example, there is this pen, a not 
too shiny grey that invites me to 
inscribe my thoughts, my dreams, 
my gratitudes and sorrows on 
a page, making them manifest, 
slowing down the thoughts to a 
line on a page, so they no longer 
rattle around obsessively in my 
mind. 

This pen invites me to write poems 
to beauty, to the sacred and silent 
oak trees and to the coyotes’ howl 
and the morning doves’ song. This 
pen can connect me to the heart of 

a friend and the mind and maybe 
even the heart of a congressperson. 
With this pen, I can write letters to 
newspapers, allowing my fears and 
anger to be shared and heard so I 
feel less separate. 

There are other things, ordinary 
as well. For example, my walking 
shoes, that lace up and sit by 
my front door calling me to step 
outside. “Come,” they say, “Let’s 
wander. Let’s see what sights, what 
sounds await us.” Perhaps a wood 
duck on the pond, perhaps the 
chirp of frogs or the scent of dry 
dusty earth that these shoes love 
to step on – my feet inside feeling 
comfortable and protected. And 
my mood, my thoughts, buoyed 
up by movement and beauty. 

There are many other ordinary 
and not so ordinary things that lift 
my consciousness from sadness, 
sorrow, or despair to joy, gladness, 
and hope.

Do you have a list of “ordinary” 
things that are, for you, a way of 
moving from one state of mind to 
another? ]

For John

You show me everything, but I see 
nothing. 
You show me what cannot be seen 
and I look for the seeing.
Touch beyond desire
Doorway to nowhere
No question     No answer
No teacher       Just a bum

Interdependence

Thunder Squalls 
Houston, Florida awash
from warm ocean water sucked up 
and
Pounding   Pounding
Coal fired fleck rising from India 
blast furnace
Like the proverbial butterfly
flapping her wings
then
Florida awash

Vedna
Faint buzz
Fall is coming
I Phone pictures stop
   for a moment

In the pause oak leaves almost 
falling 

]

Poems 
by Karl Snyder
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Trash Night by Karla Arens

Lately you tell me you have come 
to mark the passing of time, gauge 

our quicksilver days by your weekly 
chore

of carrying trash for pick up by our 
house. And trash night seems to come 
quicker than ever before, one week 
speeding so to another

you can hardly believe the lapse of 
days inbetween. 
How the hours go clattering by, you 
add, dizzying as the blurred

faces of drivers we pass on the road, 
our lives a rapid metallic clamor like 
cans rolling down the street, a vertigo 
of time unaccounted for.

For liberation from this you say you 
would learn to pray, 

and we rush toward metaphors by 
which to define our transience,

sand in an hourglass, snow on water, 
days falling like a house of cards, 
all of this has been said before and still 
we cannot name it

nor empower those prayers, though 
our books assure us that within 
impermanence we might find joy.

Now, I measure time by the moon 
and by the girth of the old oak by our 
house. For us to encircle this tree, to 
measure its growth, we would need to 
call upon our

children, all of us circling hand in 
hand as if dancing an arcane rite. 
I think that when first this tree 
sprouted, yes, there must have been 
wolves,

grand forest we can’t imagine and 
women who ground acorns on these 
rocks. 
I haven’t told you about the day when 
bombs fell on Baghdad and all I could 
think

of was Scheherazade and Arabian 
nights and old cobble streets now dust. 
I ran outside to lean against that oak, 
there was no one home to help bear 
the news.

And these evenings as you gather our 
litter, the excess of domestication we 
have learned to fear but cannot live 
without

when you carry the cans down our 
long driveway in twilight or by dark    
I go back to the tree, press my cheek  
to the barnacled bark, and I pray. 

]

The non-permanent appearance of happiness and distress and their disappearance in the due course of time are like 
the appearance and disappearance of the winter and summer seasons, they arise from sense perception, O Scion of Bharata, 

and one must learn to tolerate them without becoming disturbed. – Krishna to Arjuna, Bhagavada Gita

Release
by RJ
Tears of surrender 

Tears of Joy 

Flowing, like a spring,

  from a place deep within

Towards stillness 

]

Ayya Santacitta, by Marcia Craighead



April 17 – April 22 
Tuesday – Sunday
Heather Sundberg 
St. Louis, MO
Info: www.midamericadharma.org

April 21, Sunday
John Travis 
Reno, NV 
Info: www.dharmazephyr.org
April 22 – Sunday
John Travis 
Carson City, NV 
Info: www.dharmazephyr.org
April 27 – May 4 
Friday – Friday
John Travis, Heather Sundberg, Gil 
Fronsdal, and Mary Grace Orr 
Woodacre, CA
Info: www.spiritrock.org
May 7 – May 11 
Tuesday – Saturday
Householder Retreat
John Travis
Every evening, 7:00pm to 8:30pm 
Nevada City Insight Center
Info: www.mtstream.org
May 12 – Saturday
Householder Retreat Daylong
John Travis
Nevada City Insight Center
Info: www.mtstream.org
May 17 – May 20 
Thursday – Sunday
John Travis 
Bodega Bay, CA
Info: bodega.bay.retreat@gmail.com

]

Dharma talks by John Travis and 
Heather Sundberg can be found at  

www.mtstream.org and  
www.dharmaseed.org

Daylongs and Residential retreats 
October 2017 through mid-May 2018
For the most up-to-date information, visit www.mtstream.org

Oct 6 – Oct 15 
Friday – Sunday
John Travis
Jackson Hole, WY
Info: mtwoman22@gmail.com
Oct 21, Saturday
John Travis 
Nevada City Insight Center 
Info: larry@mtstream.org
October 21, Saturday
Heather Sundberg 
Chico, CA 
Info: bhakti.metta@gmail.com
Nov 3 – Nov 12 
Friday – Sunday
John Travis and Heather Sundberg
Santa Rosa, CA
Info: ann@mtstream.com
Nov 18, Saturday
Heather Sundberg 
Sacramento, CA 
Info: www.sbmg.org
Dec 2, Saturday
John Travis 
Nevada City Insight Center 
Info: www.mtstream.org
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Dec 18 – Dec 23 
Monday – Saturday
Heather Sundberg, John Travis, and 
Donald Rothberg
Woodacre, CA 
Info: www.spiritrock.org
Jan 4 – Jan 11 
Thursday – Thursday
Metta Retreat
Heather Sundberg, Sylvia Boorstein, 
Donald Rothberg, and Larry Yang, 
with Konda Mason (yoga)  
Woodacre, CA 
Info: www.spiritrock.org
Feb 10 & Feb 11 
Saturday & Sunday
Non-residential Retreat
Heather Sundberg  
Berkeley, CA 
Info: maryhelen@msn.com
Feb 17, Saturday
Heather Sundberg 
Nevada City Insight Center 
Info: www.mtstream.org

April 14, Saturday
Heather Sundberg 
Chico, CA 
Info: bhakti.metta@gmail.com

What’s happening at the center
Ongoing sessions at 710 Zion Street, Nevada City
Monday night sitting group
7:00pm to 8:30pm 
Silent meditation and Dharma talk 

Intro to Insight Meditation
Tuesday, Oct 31 – Friday, Nov 3 
7:00pm to 8:40pm
Saturday, Nov 4, 1:00pm to 5:00pm 
Led by Bruce Pardoe
Sliding scale: $50 to $65 
Info: randy@mtstream.org

Open Temple Fridays
10:00am to 2:00pm 
Enjoy: walking the labyrinth,  
spiritual library, 20-minute group sit 
from 11:30am to 11:50am 

Board of Directors Meetings
5:00pm to 7:00pm, Nov 19, Dec 17
Board meetings are open to the 
community. Please call 530-265-6111 
or email Marcia Craighead, Executive 
Director, at marcia@mtstream.org for 
information.



FOR INFORMATION 
about Mountain Stream 
as a 501(c)3 nonprofit 
organization, residential 
retreats, classes, daylong 
retreats, and ways to 
contribute, please visit 

www.mtstream.org.

MOUNTAIN STREAM MEDITATION offers the heart and depth of the Buddha’s teaching 
for all beings, to ease suffering and to awaken to compassion and joy. As an Insight Meditation 
community, Mountain Stream serves as a resource for Buddhism in the Sierra Foothills of 
Northern California. 

NEVADA CITY INSIGHT CENTER, located at 710 Zion St., is part of the Insight 
Meditation community from coast to coast. We welcome you to explore spiritual practice 
in a peaceful environment that supports various kinds of mindful practice. This is a place to 
connect, reflect, and study. 

FOUNDER AND GUIDING TEACHER John Travis is dedicated to teaching the Dharma 
so it remains accessible to all. He began teaching in 1986 after studying in Asia with teachers 
in both the Theravadan and Tibetan traditions. John is a senior teacher at Spirit Rock Med-
itation Center, has a private practice as a meditation counselor, and was trained in Hakomi 
body-centered psychotherapy. 

RETREAT TEACHER Heather Sundberg began teaching in 1999 after completing a four-
year teacher training at Spirit Rock Meditation Center under the guidance of Jack Kornfield 
and Joseph Goldstein. Heather teaches at the Nevada City Insight Center and nationally in 
association with several other meditation centers.

GENEROSITY is foundational to meditation practice and sustaining the Buddhadharma. 
Together we invest in future generations by sharing the gift of a generous heart. Buddhist 
teachings are offered freely and are available to all levels of practitioners. Opportunities to 
contribute include financial gifts, service, time, and energy.

Auburn
Canyon Spirit Yoga Center 
Mary Helen 530-887-9400
maryhelen@mtstream.org

Carson City, NV
Dharma Zephyr Sangha 
www.dharmazephyr.org

Chico
Heart of the Lotus Sangha 
www.skycreekdharmacenter.org

Chico Insight Sangha 
Chico.insight@gmail.com

Davis
Davis Insight Group 
www.davisinsightgroup.org

Diamond Springs
Metta Meditation Group 
Will Lister 530-306-7264 
mettaphoto@mac.com

Minden/Gardnerville, NV
O2 Yoga and Wellness 
Karen 775-267-2424

Placerville
Sierra Insight Sangha 
www.sierrainsightsangha.com

Reno, NV
Dharma Zephyr Sangha 
www.dharmazephyr.org

One River Sangha 
(LGBT and  Allies) 
www.oneriversangha.org

Rocklin/Roseville
Donna 916-532-6955 
Elke 916-632-8766 
donna@mtstream.org 
elke@mtstream.org
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Sit with our extended sangha
Connect with community in your local area

Sacramento
Sacramento Buddhist Meditation Group 
www.sbmg.org

Sacramento Insight Meditation 
www.sactoinsight.org


